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‘Four Comprehensives’ are the 
road to prosperity

moderately prosperous society 
i s  t h e  k e y  goa l  o f  C h i n a’s 
modernization process, which 
is aimed at solving the basic 
p r o b l e m s  o f  t h e  p e o p l e ’s 
l ivelihood. At  the launch of 
reform and opening-up in 1978, 
Deng Xiaoping emphasized the 
importance of raising people’s 
living standards.

Thanks to  the  reform and 
opening-up, China has succeeded 
in the primary stage of building a 
moderately well-off society by the 
beginning of this century. Now its 
goal is to comprehensively build 
an overall moderately prosperous 
society by 2020.

To  ach ieve  tha t  goa l ,  t he 
Party and the government have 
to propel social and economic 
development in order to improve 
the people’s livelihoods. Also, 
China’s goal makes it clear that 
its modernization drive is not 
to pursue high GDP or global 
hegemony.  Ins tead ,  i t  i s  to 
improve the lives of the Chinese 
people, which is exactly what Xi’s 
governing philosophy is all about.

C h i n a  h a s  r e a c h e d  a 
crucial  stage in i ts  effort  to 
comprehensively build an overall 
moderately prosperous society as 
well as in its reform and opening-
up. The main problem facing 
China at this stage is that the deep 
systematic obstacles hindering 
its development are yet to be 
removed. Only comprehensively 
deepening reform can remove 
these obstacles.

Implementing the speed-oriented 
growth model for decades has led 
to a host of problems including the 
widening income gap between the 
rich and poor and the deteriorating 
environment. As China’s economic 
development  en te rs  a  “new 
normal,” the Chinese leadership 
has shifted its focuses to dealing 
with the “tigers in the road holding 
up development.” Premier Li 
Keqiang has set this year’s GDP 
growth at “around 7 percent” in his 
annual government work report, 
signaling the CPC’s determination 
to  pu rsue  more  sus ta inable 
development. “Without deepening 
reform and making economic 
structural adjustments, we will 
have a difficult time sustaining 
steady and sound development,” 
Premier Li warned.

Since taking office in 2012, 
President Xi has stressed on many 
occasions that rural areas hold the 
key to comprehensively establishing 
a moderately prosperous society. 
No community, no ethnic group 
and no single person will be left 
behind. “Our people hope for better 
education, more stable jobs, a more 

satisfactory income, more reliable 
social security, better medical 
services, more comfortable living 
conditions and a more beautiful 
environment. They hope that their 
children will grow better, work 
better and live better,” Xi said on 
November 15, 2012 right after 
assuming the leadership of the 
CPC. 

“Despite mounting difficulties 
ahead, we will lift over 10 million 
people in rural areas out of poverty 
this year,” Premier Li vowed in his 
government work report on March 5.
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“Four Comprehensives” may 
well be the hottest buzzword in 
Chinese political circles at the 
moment. Covering the creation 
of  a  modera tely  prosperous 
society, reform, the rule of law 
and Party discipline – the “Four 
Comprehensives” are the blueprint 
for China’s future set by General 
Secretary  Xi  J inping of  the 
Communist Party of China (CPC) 
Central Committee.

Premier Li Keqiang once again 
emphasized the set of the concepts 
– comprehensively building a 
moderately prosperous society, 
comprehensively  deepening 
r e f o r m ,  c o m p r e h e n s i v e l y 
implementing the rule of law, and 
comprehensively strengthening 
Party discipline – in this year’s 
government work report delivered 
on the opening day of the Third 
Session of  the 12th National 
People’s Congress on March 5. 

M o r e o v e r ,  L i  p r o p o s e d 
measures for their realization. The 
strategic plan for turning the “Four 
Comprehensives” into a tangible 
reality has hence become more 
concrete. This collection of tenets 
is expected to form the Chinese 
government’s guiding principles 
for governance for some time to 
come. 

All of these four pillars have 
appeared before in some form 
or another, but they were only 
referred to as a whole for the 
f irst  t ime by Xi Jinping last 
December. A strong logically 
dependent relationship exists 
between each of the components. 
Realizing the general objective of 
“comprehensively establishing a 
moderately prosperous society” 
would not be feasible without 
“comprehensively deepening 
reform” and this goal in turn 
would be unattainable without the 
twin actions of “comprehensively 
advancing  the  ru le  of  law” 
and “comprehensively strictly 
governing the CPC.”

The “Four Comprehensives” 
represent a continuation of the 
governance principles of the top 
CPC leadership since the reform 
and opening-up drive began in 
the late 1970s. For over 30 years, 
the CPC has in succession given 
rise to a series of philosophies: 
Deng Xiaoping Theory, the “Three 
Represents,” and the “Scientific 
Outlook on Development,” all 
of which have constituted vital 
components of  the umbrella 
philosophy of “socialism with 
Chinese characteristics” and 
played significant individual roles 
throughout the various stages of 
the development of modern China.

Comprehensively building a 

Top Communist Party of China (CPC) and state leaders Xi Jinping, Li Keqiang, Zhang Dejiang, Yu Zhengsheng, Liu Yunshan, 
Wang Qishan and Zhang Gaoli arrive for the closing meeting of the third session of the 12th National Committee of the 
Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC) at the Great Hall of the People in Beijing, March 13, 2015.

 China Two Sessions 2015

 Q&A on the NPC 

 ‘Four Comprehensives’

 Q&A on the CPPCC  Who’s who in  
China’s leadership

 Full text of govt work 
report

Don’t miss: 

The “Four Comprehensives” 
have expanded the CPC’s horizons 
and  capac i ty  to  govern  the 
country and are adapted to the 
requirements of the “new normal,” 
characterized by slower and more 
sustainable growth rather than the 
breakneck expansion experienced 
in previous years. Going forward, 
they are expected to greatly 
improve the overall competence of 
the CPC’s governance.
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Xi: China continues to promote win-win cooperation

China will promote a new type of international relations of win-win 
cooperation and will always remain a staunch force for world peace and 
common development, Chinese President Xi Jinping said in his keynote 
speech at the opening ceremony of the 2015 annual conference of the 
Boao Forum for Asia (BFA) in Boao, Hainan Province, March 28, 2015. 
[Click here to watch the full video of Xi’s speech]

Xi noted that what China needs most is a harmonious and stable 
domestic environment and a peaceful and tranquil international 
environment, adding that turbulence or war runs against the fundamental 
interests of the Chinese people.

China has suffered from turbulence and war for more than a century 
since modern times, and the Chinese people would never want to inflict 
the same tragedy on other countries or peoples, Xi said.

Xi Jinping added the Chinese economy is highly resilient and has much 
potential, which gives enough room to leverage a host of policy tools.

Nations differ in a wide spectrum of aspects, but they share a common 
aspiration for win-win cooperation, Xi noted.

In his keynote speech, Xi cited a series of proverbs from different 
nations to accentuate that people from across the world all have a ready 
interest in mutually beneficial collaboration.

The sayings he mentioned include:

Southeast Asia: The lotus flowers grow taller as the water rises.
Africa: If you want to go fast, walk alone; and if you want to go far, walk 
together.
Europe: A single tree cannot block the chilly wind.
China: When big rivers have water, the small ones are filled; and when small 
rivers have water, the big ones are filled.

“All these sayings speak to one same truth, that is, only through win-
win cooperation can we make big and sustainable achievements that are 
beneficial to all,” he said.

In his speech, Xi also covered a wide range of other issues.

On ‘Belt and Road’: Not China’s solo but inspiring chorus
The “Belt and Road” initiatives will not be a solo for China but a real 
chorus comprising all countries along the routes, Xi said.

The “Belt and Road” initiatives, aimed at meeting the development 
needs of China, countries along the routes and the region at large, will 
serve the common interests of relevant parties and answer the call of the 
times for regional and global cooperation, Xi said.

Stressing that the “Belt and Road” initiatives and the Asian 
Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) are both open initiatives, Xi said 
all countries along the routes in Asia, as well as China’s friends and 
partners around the world, are welcomed to take an active part in these 
endeavors.

The “Belt and Road” initiatives, namely, the Silk Road Economic Belt 
and the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road, were put forward by Xi during 
his visits to Kazakhstan and Indonesia in 2013.

China ready to sign friendship treaty with all neighbors
Xi Jinping said China stands ready to sign treaties of good-neighborliness, 
friendship and cooperation with all its neighbors to provide strong 
support for the development of bilateral relations as well as prosperity 
and stability in the region.

China has signed such treaties with eight of its neighbors and is holding 
discussion to sign the same treaty with ASEAN, said Xi while delivering 
a keynote speech.

China will vigorously promote a system of regional financial 
cooperation, and explore a platform for exchanges and cooperation 
among Asian financial institutions, the Chinese president said.

New security concepts should be nurtured in Asia
Xi Jinping said that the Cold War mentality should be discarded and new 
security concepts be nurtured as Asia explores a path to ensure security.

“To build a community of common destiny, we need to pursue 
common, comprehensive, cooperative and sustainable security,” the 
president said at the opening ceremony of the Boao Forum for Asia.

AIIB welcomes all countries
The China-proposed Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) is an 
open initiative and China welcomes all countries to join the effort, said 
Xi.

Beijing is committed to vigorously promoting a system of regional 
financial cooperation and exploring a platform for exchanges and 
cooperation among Asian financial institutions, he added.

“The ‘Belt and Road’ and the AIIB are both open initiatives. We 
welcome all countries along the routes and in Asia, as well as our friends 
and partners around the world, to take an active part in these endeavors,” 
he said.

The AIIB is a China-initiated international financial institution aimed 
at supporting infrastructure projects in Asia. It is expected to be formally 
established by the end of this year.

Twenty-one countries, including China, India and Singapore, signed a 
memorandum of understanding in Beijing in October 2014 to build the 
AIIB. Six other nations, including Indonesia and Saudi Arabia, joined the 
body until Feb. 9, 2015. As agreed, Beijing will be the host city for the 
headquarters.

In his speech, Xi extended condolences over Germanwings crash and 
paid tribute to Lee Kuan Yew.

Leaders from 15 other countries as well as nearly 2,800 officials, 
businessmen and media staffers attend the Boao forum under the theme 
of “Asia’s New Future: Toward a Community of Common Destiny.”

Chinese President Xi Jinping (center) attends the opening ceremony of the 2015 
annual conference of the Boao Forum for Asia (BFA) in Boao, South China’s 
Hainan Province, March 28, 2015.

Xi Jinping delivers a keynote speech during the opening ceremony of the 2015 
annual conference of the Boao Forum for Asia (BFA) in Boao, Hainan Province, 
March 28, 2015.

The pump

 Click here for full coverage of the Boao Forum for Asia 2015
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Zhang Gaoli
 

“Social stability and lasting peace in Xinjiang are vital to the entire country. The stability and sound 
development of Xinjiang are conducive to the country’s stability and development.”

— At a Xinjiang panel discussion

Liu Yunshan
 

“Because the Chinese economy is now characterized by the ‘new normal,’ officials should also 
adopt a new working style.”

— At an Inner Mongolia panel discussion
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Decoding China through top leaders’ remarks 
at the Two Sessions
Editor’s note: 
During the recently concluded meetings of 
the National People’s Congress (NPC) and 
the Chinese People’s Political Consultative 
Conference (CPPCC), China’s top leaders of 
Communist Party of China (CPC) joined in a 

number of panel discussions with the country’s 
lawmakers from different provincial-level 
regions and political advisors from various 
sectors of society. 

The topics raised at those discussions were wide-
ranging. A look at the top leaders’ remarks can 

often shed light on what is on their minds and on 
what the country’s focus will be in the coming year.

The following are some of  the most 
noteworthy remarks made by the seven 
members of the Standing Committee of the 
Political Bureau of the CPC Central Committee.

Xi Jinping 

“Aside from the Taiwan natives, many people who now live in Taiwan are from southern Fujian 
and speak that region’s dialect. They are genetically related and have inherited the same cultural 
traditions. Southern Fujian’s culture plays a vital role in cross-Strait cultural exchange.”

— At a panel discussion of Taiwan-related democratic parties

“We should help people in poverty-stricken regions build up their physical health, their culture and 
their competitiveness in the labor market, and we should open up more channels for children and 
young people to change their destinies through education and employment. We ought to prevent 
poverty from passing from one generation to the next… We should undertake policies that bring 
real benefits to the poor population.” 

— At a Guangxi panel discussion

“Green mountains and clean rivers should by no means stand in the way of accumulating mountains 
of money. The key is the people and their development philosophy.” 

— At a Guizhou panel discussion

Xi Jinping, general secretary of the CPC Central 
Committee and Chinese president

Zhang Dejiang
 

“The election fraud in the city of Hengyang in Hunan Province has been dealt with in a serious 
manner according to law. The case has taught us the harsh lesson that we must improve our system 
and close loopholes. We must strengthen the leading role of the Communist Party of China in the 
election of deputies to the people’s congresses.”

— At a plenary meeting of the NPC session

Yu Zhengsheng, a member of the Standing Committee 
of the Political Bureau of the CPC Central 
Committee and chairman of the CPPCC National 
Committee

Yu Zhengsheng

“We should continue to explore new channels and effective means to adapt religion to our socialist 
country. We advocate a belief in religious harmony, and resolutely resist religious extremism. We 
should cooperate with the Communist Party of China and the government to prevent and crack 
down on all kinds of infiltration and sabotage made by hostile domestic and foreign forces under 
the pretext of religion.”

— At a CPPCC panel discussion

Liu Yunshan, a member of the Standing Committee of 
the Political Bureau of the CPC Central Committee 
and secretary of the Secretariat of the CPC Central 
Committee

Wang Qishan, a member of the Standing Committee 
of the Political Bureau of the CPC Central 
Committee and secretary of the CPC Central 
Commission for Discipline Inspection

Wang Qishan
 

“The construction of a clean government and the anti-corruption campaign are efforts which will 
always be work in progress. New achievements should be made to win the hearts of the people.”

— At a CPPCC panel discussion

Zhang Gaoli, a member of the Standing Committee of 
the Political Bureau of the CPC Central Committee 
and Chinese vice premier

Li Keqiang, a member of the Standing Committee of 
the Political Bureau of the CPC Central Committee 
and Chinese premier

Li Keqiang
 
“It goes without saying that powers should not be held without good reason.”  

 — At the opening meeting of the NPC session

“The country will help resolve the gap in pensions for the former workers at SOEs. Many of these 
retired workers strove for the development of China in its fledging days. We cannot let them shed 
tears when they grow old!”

— At a Heilongjiang panel discussion

“Streamlining the administration and the delegation of powers are reforms imposed by the 
government itself. When the government sheds its own powers, vested interests will be upset. This 
is not nail-clipping, but taking a knife to one’s own flesh. But however painful it may be, we are 
determined to keep going until our job is done.”

— At the press conference following the Two Sessions

Zhang Dejiang, a member of the Standing Committee 
of the Political Bureau of the CPC Central 
Committee and chairman of the NPC Standing 
Committee
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Justin Yifu Lin: China has 8% 
growth potential for 10 years

Major events in March

March 18: Xi meets with European 
Parliament President
Key words: EU
President Xi Jinping met in Beijing with President 
Martin Schulz of the European Parliament. 2015 
marks the 40th anniversary of the establishment 
of the diplomatic relationship between China and 
the EU.

China calls on countries keen on AIIB to 
join by March 31
Key words: AIIB
China has called on all countries interested in 
joining the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank 
(AIIB) to make their decisions before the deadline 
on March 31.

March 21: Official of Yunnan expelled 
from legislature
Key words: corruption, Qiu He, Yunnan
Former deputy secretary of the Communist Party 
of China (CPC) Yunnan Provincial Committee 
Qiu He has been sacked from the provincial 
legislature.

March 24: China adopts plans for free 
trade zones
Key words: free trade zone, FTZ
Three more free trade zones (FTZs) in Guangdong, 
Tianjin and Fujian were approved at a meeting 
of the Political Bureau of the Communist Party of 
China (CPC) Central Committee.

March 27: Sri Lanka’s President 
Maithripala Sirisena visits China
Key words: China, Sri Lanka, 21st 
Century Maritime Silk Road
Sri Lanka’s new President Maithripala Sirisena paid 
a state visit to China. Both countries expressed 
willingness to deepen cooperation in trade and 
infrastructure.

Former World Bank Vice President Justin Yifu Lin at 
the China Development Forum in Beijing on March 
21, 2015

advantages that China has in achieving its 
growth target. 

Economic growth depends mainly on 
exports, investment and consumption. “Despite 
the unfavorable external environment, there is 
still large room for growth in China driven by 
investment and consumption,” he told a seminar 
on the Chinese economy held on March 14th in 
Beijing.

China for some time has been described as 
having excessive production capacity. But in 
Lin’s view, even though some of the industries 
do have excess capacity or some may be in the 
process of being phased out due to losing their 
competiveness, there was still much scope for 
industrial upgrading. 

“As Premier Li said in the government work 
report, a majority of our industries currently 
turn out low- and medium-end products, so 
can seek to upgrade to medium- to high-end 
industries. Upgrading means investment, which 
will bring many opportunities.” Lin said.

In addition, the need for city infrastructure, 
energy-sav ing  and  emiss ion- reducing 
equipment as well as urbanization will create 
many new investment opportunities. 

Lin further enumerated three investment 
opportunities that China enjoys over other 
countries. While many other developing 
countries are short of  capital or foreign 
exchange, China is different. 

Government debt is about 40 percent of 
the GDP, while the figure is more than 100 
percent in many developing and developed 
countries. Thus, China can still make good use 
of its fiscal policy. Besides, the country has the 
world’s largest savings rate and a gigantic US$4 
trillion foreign reserve that can be tapped for 
investment. 

“Those favorable conditions are a boon to 
investment. In turn, this will create more job 
opportunities, which will boost people’s income 
and increase consumption. The increase in 
investment and consumption will drive the 
economy up.”

China is still the most vital engine for 
the world economy
The 2014 growth rate of 7.4 percent growth 
just missed the target of around 7.5 percent. 
However, Lin believed it was still a “reassuring” 
achievement compared to the performance of 
other major economies.

China can deliver seven percent or even 
higher GDP growth this year and it has an 
eight percent growth potential for at least the 
following decade, former World Bank Vice 
President Justin Yifu Lin told a forum in 
Beijing on March 21.

The Chinese government set the target of 
“around seven percent” for its economic growth 
rate in 2015 during the recently concluded 
legislative session. The target is the lowest 
in years, but is still much higher than many 
developed countries.

“I think that seven percent is not only a target 
that has been set for 2015, but very likely will 
also be suitable in the period from 2016 to 2020, 
covering China’s 13th Five-Year Plan, and the 
real outcome may probably be even higher,” 
Lin said during the China Development Forum 
held in Beijing from March 21 to 23. 

China’s GDP growth rate from 1979 (when 
the country embarked on its reform and 
opening-up program) to 2014 achieved an 
average of 9.7 percent, but there has been a 
downturn since 2010. Last year’s growth of 7.4 
percent was the lowest in more than 20 years, 
sparking concerns both at home and abroad. 

Nevertheless, the former chief economist of 
the World Bank showed his confidence in the 
Chinese economy. 

In his opinion, a country’s economic growth 
potential depends heavily on technology 
innovation and industrial upgrading. Developed 
countries already have the most advanced 
industries in the world, while China, a 
moderately developed country, is lagging 
behind. The gap in China’s high-tech industries 
thus entails a “late-mover advantage.”

Elaborating on this, Lin said the best way to 
measure it was through the gap in per capita 
GDP. China’s per capita GDP in 2014 was 
US$7,500, only 13 to 14 percent of that of 
the US based on the current market exchange 
rate, or at most 25 percent of the US based on 
purchasing power parity. 

Other economies in East Asia, such as Japan 
and South Korea, registered an eight to nine 
percent growth rate when they had the similar 
gap compared to their more developed peers. 
Thus, it is possible that China can achieve a 
growth rate of around eight percent for ten 
years or even longer.

Why is 7 percent a plausible growth 
rate? 
Lin on another occasion expounded on the 

He pointed out that the economy in the 
Euro zone had been forecast to grow by 1.1 
percent, but it posted an actual growth of 0.8 
percent. In Japan where high hopes were placed 
on “Abenomics”, the actual growth was 0.2 
percent, missing the 1.4 percent target set in the 
beginning of 2014. In the United States, though 
the economy rebounded to a promising 4.7 and 
5.0 percent in the second and third quarters 
respectively, the growth rate for the whole 
year was 2.4 percent, missing the target by 0.4 
percent. 

China, now, accounts for about 13 percent 
of the world economy. If the country continues 
to maintain a seven percent growth rate, it will 
contribute almost one percent to the three or 
four percent growth of the world economy, 
which means that China will contribute around 
25 to 30 percent to the world economy. 

“China will still be the most vital engine 
for the economic growth in the world,” Lin 
predicted. 

Lu Huaiyu: ‘It’s nice to be a cotton farmer’

When Lu Huaiyu graduated from China 
Agricultural University in 1994, he had three 
options: go to Germany to further his studies, 
be a public servant in Beijing or go back home 
to grow cotton. Without any hesitation, he 
chose the third path. 

“I’m the son of a cotton farmer, so I have a 
strong attachment to cotton and to farmers,” he 
said. “Besides, I studied agricultural science at 
school. What could I do sitting in an office?” 

After going home to north China’s Hebei 
Province, Lu joined the Guoxin Rural Technical 
Service Association, a loosely organized group 
composed of less than 20 cotton farmers. The 
next year he set up a technical team, and in the 
following decades his team developed several 
cotton varieties that had great advantages in 

insect resistance, putting an end to China’s 
re l iance  on  f oreign  cot ton  seeds.  The 
“Zhongmian 10” variety he developed ended 
China’s inability to grow cotton in summer in 
areas above the 38th parallel.

Over the past several years, Lu has kept 
his team innovative by developing close 
ties with leading Chinese universities and 
research institutions such as China Agricultural 
University, Agricultural University of Hebei 
Province and the Chinese Academy of 
Agricultural Sciences. “Keeping abreast of the 
latest technological developments will make us 
dynamic and productive,” Lu said.

In his eyes, the success of his cotton varieties 
cannot be judged by lab tests but only by their 
real yields for farmers. In 2002, he set up an 
association that helped farmers improve their 
harvests by going into the countryside to instruct 
them in how to grow cotton scientifically. He 
also organized training courses and invited 
agricultural specialists to give lectures for 
farmers. Lu offered to pay the travelling fees of 
farmers who took his courses, provided them 
with room and board and even covered their 
losses from being absent from farm work. By 
2012, more than 13,000 Chinese farmers had 
benefitted from his training courses.

In 2006, Lu established a co-op to update 
farmers on the latest news about cotton 

production and sales. In 2008, when the 
cotton price kept declining, he wrote a letter 
about how farmers were affected by the price 
drop and managed to deliver it to senior 
government leaders with the help of the China 
Cotton Association. His letter prompted the 
government to take a series of actions to 
stabilize the market price of cotton and foster 
its production.

Over the years, Lu has cherished his integrity 
more than anything else. A couple of years ago, 
one batch of his cotton seeds didn’t sprout well. 
Although the seeds met the national standard 
germination rate, he recalled them from five 
provinces, suffering a loss of more than 2.2 
million yuan (US$ 360,000). But for him, it 
was worthwhile. “I will gain more from being 
honest,” he said. “You don’t feel bad for doing 
something right.”

Lu’s hard work has earned him many 
accolades .  In  2013,  he  was  e lec ted  a 
delegate of the 18th National Congress of 
the Communist Party of China. The Guoxin 
Rural Technical Service Association has now 
grown into a modern company dedicated to 
cotton production, cotton seed cultivation, 
textile production, biochemical technology 
development and technical training for farmers. 
“I made the best choice,” he said when recalling 
his career path. “It’s nice to be a cotton farmer.” 

Lu Huaiyu (center) at a cotton field
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